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Iconic Thai decorative elements and motifs feature 
throughout 137 Pillars House in Chiang Mai, Thailand
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Have you met Henry? 
In the genial surrounds of a one-hectare compound in 
Manila, you can step back in time to when houses were 
just two storeys high, with nooks for reading, writing, 
and relaxing with friends

TEXT: 
Anika Ventura
PHOTOGRAPHY: 
Courtesy of The Henry Hotel Manila

Drive along FB Harrison Street in Manila and an unassuming 

entrance through a black gate and tree-shaded driveway will set 

you within a one-hectare compound with a storied community 

and, now, a unique hotel. 

In 2013, Filipino-Chinese businessman Hanky Lee visited this 

compound to shop with his wife at A11, the eclectic store of 

Philippine furniture and interior designer Eric Paras. Charmed by 

the nostalgic architecture of the compound’s 1950s homes, five 

of which were vacant, Lee saw their potential, and soon they 

were restored into a 34-room hotel, The Henry. Run by 

Innovoterra Properties, of which Lee is chairman, this is the 

second branch of The Henry; the first is located in Cebu. 

So what does a house in 1950s Manila look like? High 

ceilings, balconies big enough for parties, and a timeless mix of 

white, wood and windows. “We wanted [guests] to really feel like 

they’re being transported to a different time from the moment 

they enter our gates,” Lee says.

Balconies and terraces are big enough for parties, a classic design 
element of colonial-era architecture, with black Scala grilles; a nod to 
the Art Deco era



Emmanuelle Moureaux
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Apart from structural reinforcements, about 90 

per cent of the homes’ exteriors were retained. The 

façade showcases grooved walls and white 

grillwork set against a modern charcoal palette. 

Inside, floors and stairwells are made of Narra wood 

with pops of floral and geometric patterns in the 

form of Baldoza tiles. Black Scala grilles are a nod to 

the Art Deco era. Each house is two storeys high, 

has a sunroom, and includes nooks for reading, 

writing, and reliving the days before the internet. 

Upholding heritage aside, what makes The 

Henry inviting is its ‘just right’ mix of old and new. 

It’s historical, but not dusty. This balance can be 

credited to Paras who, in collaboration with 

Innovoterra Properties’ sister company Atlas Real 

Estate, developed a feeling of liveable nostalgia. 

The intent was to be “comfortable, not jarring… 

A design hotel that’s not overbearing,” Paras 

explains. No two rooms are exactly alike, with 

elements ranging from patterned headboards, 

vintage Ambassador chairs, artichoke lamps, black 

leather desks, and iconic Philippine window 

shutters. The spaces have texture, playing between 

graphic and austere, warm and vibrant, and classic 

with a hint of surprise. In-room items can be 

purchased, yet don’t give off that uncertain ‘can I 

sit on this?’ vibe. 

When asked which is his favourite area of The 

Henry, Paras points to the veranda, which serves as 

the hotel’s open-air foyer. “You’ll be disarmed 

when you see it,” he promises.

It leads to the compound’s main structure, an 

elegant white house encompassing the hotel’s 

lobby, owner’s suite, and restaurant run by 

Apartment 1B. When the compound was built in 

1948, this is where the matriarch of the Chinese 

family owners resided. Sit outside the restaurant 

today and you may hear birds in the background, 

as some rare species have been identified in the 

gardens. While inside, one might imagine Wes 

Anderson filming a coffee scene amid the mustard 

yellows, floral motifs, and gold panelled divider. 

Five 1950s homes were 
restored to create the 

34-room hotel, The 
Henry, with a façade that 
showcases grooved walls 

and white grillwork set 
against a modern 

charcoal palette
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Floors and stairwells are made of Narra wood, with pops 
of floral and geometric patterns in the form of Baldoza 
tiles • No two rooms are exactly alike, with elements 
ranging from patterned headboards, vintage 
Ambassador chairs, artichoke lamps, black leather 
desks, and iconic Philippine window shutters • Inside, the 
spaces are replete with high ceilings and a timeless mix 
of white, wood and windows

Beyond the visual strengths of The Henry 

however, is its ability to combine the realness of an 

AirBnB, with the comforts of a hotel. This realness 

stems from the compound’s community. Among its 

past residents include French archaeologist Franck 

Goddio, who discovered the wreck of the Spanish 

Galleon of San Diego and through his underwater 

explorations, used to store items like jars, 

porcelain, and plates in his home. 

Today, three other notable residents include 

fashion designer Jojie Lloren (his atelier entertains 

walk-ins), painter-curator Albert Avellana (who 

exhibits established and upcoming artists in his 

gallery), and Paras himself, whose A11 store currently 

occupies two houses — each of these residents 

generously opening their doors to hotel guests. 

Occasionally, The Henry also hosts events 

like movie screenings by its lawn. When asked 

“who is Henry, anyway?”, the hotel’s brand and 

marketing manager Kristine De Guzman smiles: 

“A gracious host. A man. A friend. Welcoming 

another friend home.” •


